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DESIGN THINKING WORKSHOP: VISION, MISSION AND VALUES at ADCE 
Asociación de Derecho Colaborativo de Euskadi (Collaborative Law Association of Euskadi) and ArTeale Foundation 
May 19 2017, El Caserón (Armentia, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain) 

 
Introduction: 
 

ArTeale Foundation was recently established as a private initiative instead of a public trading company. It is a non-profit organisation run with its own resources which 

aims to develop model programmes in Collaborative Law and practice. 

ArTeale Foundation aims to channel the most innovative topics by incorporating artistic initiative to attain creative solutions for the future which will help prevent and 

manage conflicts. This new Foundation is also trying to obtain additional resources from patronage. 

In order to fully draw on synergies and all positive aspects that we believe the collaboration between ArTeale and ADCE (‘the Association’) offers, the ADCE board 

decided to draft an agreement towards this goal. It was designed as a collaborative contract intended to appraise the effects of this new approach to collaborative 

contractual relationships, leading by example before offering the concept to our clients. This approach entails a new method in professional practice based on 

conciliation of interests and collaborative negotiation. 

The first meeting with Nahia Llona, counsel for ADCE, exposed the need to define the Vision, Mission and Values of the Association. A workshop on collaborative 

practice and Design Thinking was thus organized to address this need in a participative and co-creative manner. 

There are two reasons why we turned to Design Thinking (DT) as our methodology:  
1) DT provides a general perspective, a visual chart, a ‘map’ that offers guidance and shows where we are and where we want to get to. 
2) DT combines our three main sources of knowledge; head (reason, ideas and thoughts), heart (emotional experience) and hands (creative capacity) – Head, Heart 

and Hands. 
 

As previously stated, this collaborative practice and Design Thinking workshop was organized and financed by ArTeale Foundation and its purpose is to develop pilot 

projects for collaborative Law and practice. 
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Fifty people who have contributed on different levels and can provide a wide range of viewpoints were invited to the workshop. For the sake of efficiency as well as 

for technical reasons, not all associates were invited to participate, though they will be included in the workshop that will be held in Bilbao on 23rd June. 

The President of ADCE shared beforehand a document containing her Vision, Mission and Values for ADCE and the colaboration relationship with ArTeale. Participants 

also received a document with questions on their personal Vision, Mission and Values. 

Finally, twenty members of ADCE responded to the invitation and sixteen professionals participated in the workshop, organized in four groups of four participants. 

 

The remaining four professionals oversaw the structure of the workshop, each taking a different role; 

 Alex Carrascosa, in charge of facilitation (observation and maintenance of the structure and general dynamics), 

 Carmen Velasco as neutral (observing conversations, forms and contents), 

 Luis Sala in the role of communication expert (language observer), 

 Adolfo Nuñez as journalist and designer of the following video clip: 
 

 

https://youtu.be/x01FdPxYQsU 

 
 

WORKSHOP GOALS: 
 

 Elucidating the Vision, Mission and Values of the participating associates. 

 Gathering the different Visions, Missions and Values in a common frame/format. 

 Pouring the Vision, Mission and Values common record into a shared Story – an Inter-Story (a story of stories).  

  

https://youtu.be/x01FdPxYQsU
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ANNEX; VISION, MISSION AND VALUES AT ADCE 
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